
As organizations cope with the COVID 19 virus, many have moved to migrate their workforce to 
being, if not fully remote, at least partially remote, leaving only key employees on-site. While the 
usual Cyber risks for organizations remain, new risks have been introduced and exacerbated by the 
fragmentation of the workforce. It is also worth noting that even in normal circumstances, human 
error is the underlying cause in 80% of Cyber claims at IMA, in a reduced-security environment, an 
uptick in cyber crime is to be expected. 

Below is a brief summary of some of the most common cyber risks and the strategic considerations 
that should be given to the various areas to help mitigate a business’ risk. 

COVID-19 CYBER RISK MANAGEMENT
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ENHANCED RISKS 
SOCIAL ENGINEERING 
Cyber criminals are opportunistic and recognize that right now many employees are feeling anxious and may 
potentially be less cautious or may be working in a less secure environment then they are accustomed. Cyber 
attackers have already been begun to attempt exploit those circumstances, with a significant recent uptick 
in phishing attempts and credential theft. Often times scams attempt to disguise themselves by posing as 
legitimate organizations, such as the Center for Disease Control or the World Health Organization. 

For cyber attackers, the goal is to monetize security lapses in any way possible. General the targets of these 
attacks are theft of funds, data exfiltration and ransomware. 

Across the insurance industry we expect to see initial carrier denials based on the requirement for 
direct physical loss to property. However, it is still unclear how this requirement will ultimately play 
out in the face of COVID-19 claims. Once you have submitted the claim to your insurance carrier, you 
may see communication coming from your insurer, and we wanted to help clarify the terms that are 
used in the communication.

MY INSURER IS RESERVING THEIR RIGHTS TO DENY MY CLAIM, WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?

This is an insurer’s notification to an insured that coverage for a claim may not apply. Such notification 
allows an insurer to investigate a claim to determine whether coverage applies (in whole or in part) 
without waiving its right to later deny coverage based on information revealed by the investigation. 
Most Reservation of Rights letters involving the COVID-19 exposure will reserve that the claim does 
not qualify as Direct Physical Damage. 

DIRECT PHYSICAL LOSS OR DAMAGE

The coverage provision in most property insurance policies provides that the policy covers “direct 
physical loss or damage” to covered property caused by a covered cause of loss during the policy 
period. Direct physical loss is therefore an important threshold requirement for coverage under most 
property insurance policies. The requirement that the loss be ‘physical,’ given the ordinary definition 
of that term, is widely held to exclude alleged losses that are intangible or incorporeal. We are unsure 
how COVID-19 will be viewed by insurers at this time. 

COVID-19
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION CLAIMS: 
WHAT TO EXPECT

The emergence of COVID-19 had profound impacts on employee benefit plans, from compliance 
considerations as work situations changed, to increased emphasis on benefits like mental health, to cost 
impacts for self-insured plans and fully-insured renewals. 

Through it all, we kept track of how employees utilized medical and Rx benefits through shutdowns and 
reopenings. Using our IMA People Analytics database, which includes over 100,000 members, the following 
three charts illustrate how medical and Rx claims developed over the spring and summer, with hints to how 
things might proceed in the future.

Overall, claims were down about 9% per 
month from April through August 2020, 
compared to the previous 12 month pre-
COVID average (April 2019 through March 
2020). 

During the steepest of shutdowns in April 
and May, claims were down 15% and 
25% overall. Since June, claims have been 
relatively stable, about 2-6% lower than 
pre-COVID averages.

The stability in the most recent months is important, because it may signal that COVID-19 induced some long-
lasting changes in how employees seek medical care. Increased utilization of lower cost telehealth services and 
decreased utilization of non-essential services may last into 2021.

CLAIMS DECREASED THROUGH SHUTDOWNS AND HAVE RE-STABILIZED LOWER 
THAN PRE-PANDEMIC

HOW COVID-19 IMPACTED 
HEALTHCARE CLAIMS
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COVID-19
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION CLAIMS: 
WHAT TO EXPECT

While claims were down across the board, the most impactful reductions to claims utilization were to general 
services such as general office visits, imaging, and surgery. 

This may give some insight into which services are non-essential, and value-based insurance design (VBID) 
concepts can be used to steer health plan usage to create lasting savings.

However, one potential drawback is that some of these services may cause increased severity of illnesses down 
the line, if care is delayed. This fear has driven up rate increases in many 2021 renewals. 

GENERAL HEALTHCARE SERVICES WERE DOWN, WHICH MAY HAVE 
DOWNSTREAM IMPACTS

Change in PMPM Costs by Procedure Group, April-September 2020
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The chart below shows the impact of the pandemic on the top 20 diagnosis groups prior to COVID-19. While 
there is some month-to-month variation and most medical conditions had less associated costs through the 
shutdown, some services took on increased importance.

Throughout the shutdowns, only two conditions categories consistently saw increases in cost. The first 
(unsurprisingly) was infections, which includes infectious diseases and COVID-19, with a 60% overall increase 
versus pre-COVID averages. Mental health also showed higher utilization overall since COVID-19 began, up 18% 
from pre-COVID averages. We expect this to continue as social and economic hardships continue, and many of 
our clients have used this information to invest in implementing and communicating mental health benefits. 
Meanwhile, general office visits (health status/encounters) saw significant drops in April and May, and increases 
over the summer as employees “made up for” delayed visits.

Understanding health plan performance is more than just knowing plan spend versus budget. COVID-19 provided 
an opportunity for plan sponsors to re-examine strategy and assess the efficiency of their benefit plans. While 
the future is unpredictable, following market trends in underlying utilization can help give some insight into how 
cost can be controlled in the next phases of the pandemic. Clients have used these insights to help negotiate 
fully-insured renewals, budget properly for self-insured plans in 2021, and weigh the appropriate funding 
strategy for their goals in the post-pandemic world. Moving forward, these metrics will provide valuable insights 
to understand and manage future rate increases, to develop strategies and solutions to manage workplace 
benefits, and to quantifiably justify expenditures in new programs such as mental health offerings and focus on 
primary care, which often produce overall cost savings.

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ARE UP, GENERAL OFFICE VISITS AND CERTAIN 
SPECIALIST SERVICES WERE DOWN

CONCLUSION

Top 20 Diagnosis Groups by Rank, pre/post COVID-19
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This material is for general information only and should not be considered as a substitute for legal, medical, tax and/or actuarial advice. Contact the appropriate professional 
counsel for such matters. These materials are not exhaustive and are subject to possible changes in applicable laws, rules, and regulations and their interpretations.
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